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The shock standoff distance in front of a blunt body is sensitive to the thermo-
chemical state of the free stream. Recently, experimental and numerical studies
have reported significantly different bow shock profiles in high-enthalpy carbon
dioxide flows, a discrepancy that may result from non-equilibrium processes during
flow acceleration in ground-based facilities. In this work, an expansion tube is used
to create a Mach 5.7 carbon dioxide flow, matching the stagnation enthalpy and
the velocity of previous studies. Images of shock layers are obtained for spheri-
cal geometries and a scaled model of the Mars Science Lander. Different sphere
diameters are used in order to access non-equilibrium and equilibrium stagnation
line shock profiles predicted by theory. Mars Science Lander profiles at zero angle
of attack are in good agreement with available data from the LENS X expansion
tunnel facility, confirming results are facility-independent for the same type of flow
acceleration, and indicating the flow velocity is a suitable first-order matching pa-
rameter for comparative testing. Heat transfer measurements on the Mars Science
Lander are also presented for the three different angle of attacks, and the results
are consistent with previous studies. Initial results from a proposed organo-metallic
based emission spectroscopy technique for bow shock layer interrogation are also
presented.

I. Introduction

In high-enthalpy hypersonic flight, thermochemical relaxation times are typically comparable
to flow residence times, leading to nonlinear coupling between chemical reaction, vibrational exci-
tation, and fluid mechanics. In carbon dioxide flows which are relevant to Martian planetary entry,
thermochemical effects are particularly significant and may potentially be responsible for some re-
cent anomalous results in blunt body shock layers. The hypersonic facilities at Calspan-University
of Buffalo Research Center (CUBRC) have been central to the investigation of planetary entry
flight conditions for many programs, including the up-coming Mars Science Laboratory (MSL)
mission targeting exploration of the Martian surface. Recent studies revealed that the experimen-
tally observed shock shape and stand-off distance differed significantly from numerical simulations
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over a 24” diameter MSL model for high-enthalpy test conditions at 5 and 10 MJ/kg in the LENS
I reflected shock tunnel facility.1 The computed shock stand-off distance for the 5 MJ/kg test
condition was a factor of 2.25 times smaller than the experimental value. However, at a 2 MJ/kg
test condition in the same facility, no such differences were observed. To examine this discrepancy
further, the same model was tested in the LENS X expansion tube facility at 5 MJ/kg.1 Excellent
agreement was obtained between simulations and experiments in the LENS X facility.

It is possible that the discrepancy in the shock profiles observed in the different facilities at high
enthalpies is due to the gas thermochemistry during the flow acceleration. In an expansion tube,
the flow is accelerated to hypersonic velocities by an unsteady expansion wave which follows the
primary shock. In a reflected shock tunnel, the flow is instead stagnated before being expanded
through a nozzle, and chemical and thermal freezing which are commonly reported to occur down-
stream of the nozzle throat have been shown to alter the flowfield.2–4

It was proposed that the strong test gas expansion in the LENS I reflected-shock tunnel facility
results in more complicated CO2 relaxation processes than anticipated, which could account for
increased levels of vibrational energy storage.5 The numerical study found shock shape, stand-off
distance, surface heat flux and pressure matched experiments when 42% of the total reservoir en-
thalpy was artifically frozen in vibrational energy.5 As discussed by the authors, such high levels
of vibrational freezing are not physical. The original simulations, for which the discrepancy with
experiment exists, showed the vibrational energy to have relaxed to 3.6% of the total enthalpy.
Artifically-frozen vibrational energy was observed to have a much more influential role in increas-
ing the shock stand-off distance than artifically-frozen chemical energy.5 As mentioned above, the
discrepancy was not observed for the same Mach number and stagnation enthalpy test condition in
an expansion tube facility. This suggests that complex CO2 vibrational relaxation processes may
not be completely understood, in particular the inclusion of additional vibrational modes such as
the symmetric streching and two bending modes. This work demonstrated the need for improved
thermochemical modeling and additional experimental studies in different facilities for CO2 flows.

At the cost of reduced test time and potential loss in core flow, expansion tubes are capable of
producing high-enthalpy conditions while the degree of freestream non-equilibrium effects is signif-
icantly reduced in comparison to reflected shock tunnels. In the present work, the Hypervelocity
Expansion Tube (HET) facility is used to investigate the effect of thermochemistry on shock-stand
off distances in hypervelocity CO2 flow to provide additional data to address the issues raised at
the CUBRC facilities. We first identify and verify a suitable test condition with first-order match-
ing of the high-enthalpy CUBRC test case. Next, spherical models of different diameter (7.9 to
63.5 mm) are examined as a canonical flow field for which shock stand-off distance data are ob-
tained for equilibrium, non-equilibrium, and frozen conditions. These data are useful for validation
of computational simulations and thermochemical models, as well as for additional verification of
facility operation. In a Mach 5.7 CO2 freestream, shock profiles over a MSL model geometry at
three flight angles of attack (0, 11 and 16 degrees) are obtained. Surface heat flux measurements
were made using coaxial thermocouples at 45 degrees from the stagnation point for cylinder models
constructed of both tool and stainless steel. Heat flux measurements are then made at selected
locations along the MSL model forebody at angles of attack.
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A. Thermochemistry of Carbon Dioxide in Ground Test Facilities

The significance of thermochemical effects in high temperature carbon dioxide flows has been re-
ported in a broad range of applications from high-energy lasers to Martian exploration. Relative
to dissociation energy, vibrational energy is an order of magnitude more important in carbon diox-
ide than in nitrogen, see for example Rock et al.6 For Martian planetary entry, predicting the
aerothermodynamic loading on a vehicle is critical and the role of thermochemical effects has been
pointed out in numerous studies.7–9 For example, the increase in transition Reynolds number with
increasing stagnation enthalpy was found to be significantly more pronounced in carbon dioxide
than in nitrogen.10,11

In addition to its importance in flight, carbon dioxide thermochemistry can also be significant
in flow acceleration to hypersonic velocities in ground testing facilities. As discussed above, the
sensitivity of the CO2 freestream to changes in internal energy was evaluated using simulations
in two types of hypersonic facilities at CUBRC: a reflected shock tunnel and an expansion tube.5

In the LENS I reflected shock tunnel, the shock stand-off distance was found to be significantly
greater than the value predicted by numerical simulations and measured in the LENS X expansion
tube.5

Shock tunnels have been used to create hypersonic CO2 flows over blunt bodies by several re-
search groups. An experimental and a perfect-gas numerical study of shock-stand off distances in
Mach 5.75 flows over a blunted cone with nose radius 17.5 mm was carried out in the HST2 shock
tunnel facilty by Jagadeesh et al.12,13 Good agreement was observed between computational and
experimental results in air and in carbon dioxide, however this study was carried out at a low free
stream temperature, on the order of 150 K.

In high temperature CO2, shock profiles over blunt bodies have been measured in the T3 and
T5 reflected shock tunnels. Comparisons with numerical simulations of shock layer density over a
sphere with experiments in T3 were made by Rock et al.6 Good agreement was obtained between
experiments and simulations, see also Candler.14 Heat transfer to a scaled MSL model at angles of
attack was measured in the T5 reflected shock tunnel.15 Simulations were in good agreement with
experiments when a supercatalytic wall was assumed in the laminar case, and whan a noncatalytic
wall was assumed in the turbulent case. The reason for the discrepancy was unknown.

In the reflected shock tunnel HEG, CO2 flow over a blunt cone was studied using simulations
and experiments by Netterfield et al.16 Simulations predicted thermal equilibrium and chemical
non-equilibrium in the forebody flowfield. While the heat transfer distribution along the model
forebody was similar in experiments and computations, the absolute value of the heat transfer
was 70 % lower in the experiments. Computations agreed with the Fay and Riddell correlation.17

The boundary layer was thought to be in equilibrium, so this difference could not be attributed to
catalysis. Experimental images of the shock profile were not reported.

Bow shock stand-off distances were measured over a 140 degree blunt angle cone (an early ver-
sion of the MSL model) for a 14.3 MJ/kg pure CO2 run condition using a reflected-shock in the
NASA Ames 42-inch shock tunnel.18 Of the three different gas mixtures investigated for the same
blunt body, the maximum discrepancy between computation and experiment for the shock stand-off
distance was observed for the pure CO2 condition. Despite the similarity between NASA Ames
high-enthalpy reflected shock tunnel test conditions and those at the LENS facility, the differences
between numerical and experimental results were much less pronounced in the AMES facility than
observed at CUBRC.
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To the author’s knowledge, the only shock profile data for high-enthalpy CO2 flow created in an
expansion tube are that of Holden et al.1 In expansion tube facilities, chemical nonequilbrium can
occur during the unsteady expansion, however, in contrast to reflected shock tunnels, freezing is not
usually reported. Two studies have examined the acceleration of CO2 to hypervelocity conditions
in an expansion tube. The operation of the X1 expansion tube with CO2 was characterized by pitot
pressure measurements and simulations by Wegener et al.19 One-dimensional simulations with a
simple chemical model showed that for stagnation enthalpies of 88 and 141 MJ/kg, equilibrium
chemistry was a good assumption during flow acceleration through the unsteady expansion fan. At
conditions with lower enthalpies, neither frozen nor equilibrium models could match experiments.
Nonequilibrium calculations were not performed. Two carbon dioxide test conditions in the JX-1
expansion tube were examined through Navier-Stokes simulations with thermochemical modeling
by Mizuno et al.20 Thermochemical nonequilibrium was only observed in the accelerator gas (also
carbon dioxide in this case) in the thin region where the transmitted shock reached the end of
the accelerator tube. The present work aims to contribute data to address outstanding issues in
thermochemical modeling of high temperature CO2 and to help explain facility-specific questions
arising in recent experiments.

II. Experimental Setup

The HET is a 9.14 m long facility consisting of three sections (driver, driven, and accelerator)
all with 150 mm inner bore diameter, initially separated by primary and secondary diaphragms,
Figure 1. The initial gas pressure and composition can be varied to achieve nominal Mach number
operating conditions between 3.0 to 7.5 and stagnation enthalpies of 4.5 to 8.0 MJ/kg. A more
detailed description of the facility can be found in Dufrene et al.21 Selected run conditions are
verified through a series of wavespeed (via shock arrival) and both static and pitot pressure mea-
surements obtained using a combination of dynamic pressure transducers (series transducers PCB
113A/B26) at different locations throughout the facility.

Shock stand-off distances are measured using a schlieren system consisting of a Xenon nanopulser
(10 ns duration) white light source and pco.1660 (Cooke Coorporation) CCD camera. The system
is triggered via the transmitted shock arrival at a 1MHz response pitot pressure transducer (PCB
113A26) sting-mounted in the test section 63.5 mm below the model centerline.

The spheres and MSL are mounted within the test section such that their axial centerlines
approximately correspond with the tube centerline. The 11 and 16 degree angle of attack positions
were achieved by mounting the MSL model on triangular spacer blocks, whose hypotenuse was
angled at the desired angle of attack from the vertical. The spheres and MSL were made from Al
2024 and A2 tool steel respectively. With a major diameter of 50.8 mm, the MSL model used in
this study is approximately 1/100th the size of the actual vehicle. The scaled down dimensions of
the MSL were designed according to those specified in Hollis et al.22 As with the actual vehicle,
the model has a 70 degree sphere cone forebody, however the current model only has single conic
(40 degree) aftbody whilst the actual vehicle is biconic.

The thermocouples used in these experiments are based on the design of Sanderson.23 They are
coaxial, 2.4 mm in diameter, type E (Constantan-Chromel), and mount flush with the surface of a
model. The two coaxial elements are designed such that an extremely thin junction (on the order
of 1 μm) is formed at the surface. This type of thermocouple gauge is used extensively in the T5
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reflected shock tunnel,23–25 where the high enthalpy test conditions result in adequate signal levels
and the robust design of the gauges make them highly resistant to damage caused by particulates
in the test gas as well as the large heat fluxes.23 The output signal is processed by a differential
amplifier circuit mounted exterior to the test section. This also serves to eliminate the effects
of any extraneous electromotive forces generated by the thermocouple. The circuit gain is 1000
to maximize signal amplitude. Individual calibration of thermocouples is not necessary, since the
temperature response of all common thermocouple types is well known. The NIST thermocouple
reference tables were used to convert from voltage to temperature.26 For more information regard-
ing the development, testing and performance verification of the thermocouples please see Flaherty
and Austin.27

The experimental set up for the spectroscopic experiments is described in more detail in Sharma
et al.28 Briefly, spectra were collected using a SPEX 270M spectrometer and visualized with a
Princeton Instruments PI-MAX MG:512SB intensified CCD camera system. Exposure was set to
100 μs. At the focal plane of the spectrometer, the dispersion is approximately 0.29 nm/pixel,
corresponding to a wavelength range of approximately 148 nm.

Figure 1: Schematics of the hypervelocity expansion tube (HET) facility.

III. Results

A. Criteria for Selection of Experimental Test Conditions

Carbon dioxide test gas conditions are selected with two goals in mind: i) to match relevant experi-
mental parameters in CUBRC facilities as closely as possible and ii) to span frozen, nonequilibrium,
and equilibrium test conditions as a function of model dimensions.

Since in general all test parameters cannot be matched from facility to facility, identification
of the dominant flow properties for a particular measurement is important in comparative ground
testing as well as in flight simulation. Simulations of blunt bodies in nitrogen flows by Macrossan
showed that free stream dissociation had little effect on the bow shock at different angles of at-
tack,29 indicating that in nitrogen, the degree of dissociation in shock tunnel versus flight tests was
less important to match than the Mach number. One aspect of the present study is to evaluate
what parameters should be matched for adequate comparative measurements of shock profile and
heat transfer for CO2 flows in different expansion tube facilities.
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The discrepancy between the CUBRC LENS X and LENS I results was observed for test con-
ditions with 5.63 MJ/kg stagnation enthalpy in CO2.5 For the same stagnation enthalpy, we select
the test gas velocity as the first-order matching parameter due to the large kinetic energy con-
tribution to the total enthalpy. Matching the CUBRC condition in the HET requires a test gas
velocity of 3036 m/s. Higher order matching could be achieved by using the frozen Mach number
as a selection parameter, however the LENS X run condition frozen Mach number is 11.81, which
is outside the operating regime of the HET.

As an expansion tube can cover a range of operating conditions, a parametric study based on
steady, one-dimensional gas dynamic calculations is completed to select candidate test conditions.
Additional criteria are then considered to achieve a well-characterized and uniform freestream. The
expanded driver to driven gas sound speed ratio should be maintained below certain threshold val-
ues to reduce freestream disturbances.21,30 The test time begins with the arrival of the driven to
accelerator (secondary) gas interface and broadening of this interface should be minimized. Signif-
icant distortion of the contact surface and test time reduction was reported when carbon dioxide
was used in both driven and accelerator sections in the JX-1 facilty.20 Modeling the secondary
interface as a contact surface undergoing horizontal acceleration f , we can treat the interface as
susceptible to Rayleigh-Taylor instability with eigenvalue

s =

√
ĩf

(ρ7 − ρ6)
(ρ6 + ρ7)

(1)

where state 7 denotes the test gas and state 6 denotes the accelerator gas. With no viscous
effects f would be zero, however Mirel’s effect31 results in a positive contact surface acceleration.
HET operating conditions always result in a positive density ratio (Atwood number) and thus the
contact surface is temporally unstable. Increasing the Atwood number amplifies the instability
and preliminary pitot pressure data for several run conditions show a corresponding broadening of
the interface, corroborating this hypothesis. To reduce the Atwood number, air is selected as the
accelerator gas.

For non-equilibrium flows, Lick applied inverse methods for the flow over a sphere32 and his
work was extended by Hall et al.33 Using the ideal dissociating gas model, Hornung investigated
non-equilibrium flow over spheres and cylinders.34 Extending Hornung’s original work, Wen and
Hornung carried out a joint theoretical and experimental study of non-equilibrium dissociating
flow over spheres and developed a model for the stand-off distance in terms of a reaction rate
parameter.35 Their model approximated the density profile as linear. A theoretical model for
the non-equilibrium shock stand-off distance was also introduced by Belouggadia et al,36 following
an analytical solution proposed by Olivier.37 The Olivier solution was confined to frozen and
equilibrium flows, while the numerical model of Belouggadia et al. implemented calculated density
profiles. At the post-shock to equilibrium density ratios in the present experiments, we find there is
very little difference between density profiles calculated by the Wen and Hornung and Belouggadia
et al. methods. As a result, the theory of Wen and Hornung will be used in this study.

The shock stand-off distance is known to be inversely proportional to the average density on
the stagnation streamline.34,35 The non-dimensional stand-off distance variation with the reaction
rate parameter Ω̃, defined as the ratio of the energy absorption rate by chemistry to the free-stream
kinetic energy input rate,35 is shown in Figure 2 for four candidate test conditions with the same
velocity and slightly different stagnation enthalpies. In the legend, the test conditions are described
by the test gas Mach number, the initial driven and accelerator pressures and the accelerator gas
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respectively. The theory indicates that, for a given sphere diameter, the shock stand-off distance
is most sensitive to the test gas Mach number, as expected from the dependence on stagnation
streamline density. Curves are very similar for all four candidate test conditions. Of particular
importance to this study, results show decreasing Mach number increases the stand-off distance.

Based on the above considerations, a helium driver and air accelerator section test condition

Figure 2: Comparison of non-dimensional shock standoff distances versus reaction rate parameter,
based on the theory of Wen and Hornung,35 for different proposed test conditions.

was selected and denoted as RC5. The test gas properties are computed with inviscid, unsteady
one-dimensional gas dynamic calculations and are presented in Table 1 together with corresponding
experimental measurements. us is the initial shock speed in the driven section and ut is the
transmitted shock velocity in the accelerator gas. Transmitted shock velocity is typically accurate
to within ±43 m/s in this facility, and it is expected that similar error bars will exist for test
gas velocity measurements.28 All the experimental values are averaged values across a number
of realizations for repeatability. The pitot pressure measurements were obtained 6.35 mm below
the tube centerline. Static pressure values were obtained at two stations, 30.48 cm and 55.88 cm,
upstream from the tube exit.

There is a discrepancy between the experimental and theoretical pitot pressure value. The

M7 ho,7

(MJ/kg)
Test
Time
(μs)

P7,pitot

(kPa)
P7

(kPa)
ut

(m/s)
u7

(m/s)
us

(m/s)

Experiment – – 150 82.09 2.71 3644 – 1832
Theoretical 5.7 5.67 274 128.26 3.2 3710 3058.8 1853

Table 1: Selected test condition parameters. Theoretical calculations assuming one-dimensional,
perfect gas dynamics and compared with experimental measurements.

theoretical test gas pitot pressure is determined from the Rayleigh pitot equation. Perfect gas
calculations show the pitot pressure is most sensitive to the static pressure across the secondary
contact surface (states 6 and 7). To first-order, this dependence can be approximated as linear.
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Accordingly, the measured static pressure would correspond to a pitot pressure of 109 kPa. Due
to the high temperatures at the pitot probe stagnation point, it is possible that the perfect gas
assumption is no longer applicable and thermochemistry must be considered.

The transmitted shock speed was also measured in the test section using the shock time-of-
arrival at staggered pitot probes. This approach has been used in the past to characterize a test
condition and in that instance, it was found that the measurement agreed with computational
results.38 Experimental pitot surveys of the core flow at this test condition were carried out to
determine that the maximum model diameter that can be chosen is about 65 mm.

B. Sphere shock profiles

We initially examine spherical models in benchmark tests for which results can be compared with
existing experimental data and theoretical predictions. This flowfield provides the potential for ad-
ditional verification of facility operation via numerical simulations and thermochemical calculations
with a relatively simple geometry. Shock stand-off distances over a sphere have been previously in-
vestigated in non-equilibrium air and nitrogen flows.34,39 As discussed in Section I, shock stand-off
distances in carbon dioxide have been measured in the Caltech T5 reflected shock tunnel facility.35

Despite the extensive contributions of these previous studies, outstanding issues in a carbon diox-
ide flowfield still remain, including the role of thermochemical energy storage and transfer and the
possibility of facility-specific data. Therefore, the measurement of the shock stand-off distance for
similar enthalpy conditions in another hypervelocity facility provide data to complement existing
results.

Selected schlieren images for spheres of diameters from 25.4 to 63.5 mm are shown in Fig-

a) b) c) d)

Figure 3: Comparisons of experimental schlieren images and simulations of bow shock profiles over
spheres of diameter a) 25.4 mm, b) 37.5 mm, c) 50.8 mm, and d) 63.5 mm. Note that the images
have been scaled for visual purposes.

ure 3a-d. Wen and Hornung presented analytical expressions for the transition point between
the non-equilibrium and equilibrium regions.35 For the RC5 test condition, the variation of non-
dimensional stand-off distance with the reaction rate parameter is shown in Figure 4. Transition
is predicted when the non-dimensional shock stand-off distance is 0.042. The figure was generated
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using the equilbrium density for the specified inflow conditions.40 Varying the sphere diameter
will adjust the density profile in a monatonic fashion.35 As the sphere diameter is increased, for
the same run condition, the flow along the stagnation streamline transitions from non-equilibrium
conditions throughout to a profile with an equilibrium region close to the body.

From Figure 4, one can see that for a 50.8 mm sphere the equilibrium and frozen stand-off

Figure 4: Non-dimensional shock stand-off distance versus the reaction rate parameter for RC5
based on the results of Wen and Hornung.35 The predicted transition from non-equilibrium to
equilibrium is shown as the dashed line. The black crosses denote the results from the current
experiments.

distance limits are approximately 1.63 mm and 3.2 mm respectively. The results are summarized in
Table 2. For each diameter, the corresponding reaction rate parameter is also listed. For example,
for the 25.4 mm diameter sphere, the non-dimensional stand-off distance is 0.045, corresponding
to a reaction rate parameter of 2.45. Physically, this means that the rate of absorption by chem-
istry is roughly 2.5 times greater than the kinetic energy input rate. This value is just above the
transition point value of 0.042 and flow is predicted to remain in non-equilibrium. These results
are also plotted on Figure 4. Based upon the transition location, it can be seen that increasing the
sphere diameter is predicted to result in the shock layer transitioning from a non-equilibrium to an
equilibrium profile.

Sphere diameter (mm) Measured stand-off distance (mm) Ω̃
63.5 2.29 8.09
50.8 1.89 6.82
38.1 1.44 5.97
25.4 1.13 2.45
7.9 0.38 1.98

Table 2: Measured shock stand-off distances for different sphere diameters.
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C. Shock Profiles at Angle of Attack

Experimental images of the bow shock profile over the MSL geometry at three angles of attack are
shown in Figure 5. Images show increasing shock stand-off distance with increasing angle of attack.
In the non-zero angle of attack images, in particular for the 16 degree case, the shock appears
to be spherically shaped on the windward side and more conically shaped over the leeward side.
Similar results were also observed by Stewart and Chen.18 For the 16 degree case, Figure 5 c),
the maximum bow shock gradient with respect to the horizontal (freestream) has shifted towards
the windward side. The vertical shift of this location is 8.5 mm. We compare the measured shock
profile at zero angle of attack with the experimental results from previous studies, Figure 5. Good
agreement is observed with profiles measured in the LENS X expansion tube.1

a) b) c) d)

Figure 5: Experimental schlieren images, of bow shock profiles over the MSL geometry at angles of
atack of a) 0 , b) 11, c) 16 degrees and d) Comparison of 0 degree bow shock profile with previous
CUBRC LENS X data.41

D. Laminar Heat Flux and Catalytic Heating

Heat transfer measurements have been extensively used in aerothermodynamic studies of tran-
sition,15,22 of surface catalysis15,42 or as a means to capture spatial profile behavior18 in CO2.
Extensive investigations into the influence of wall catalysis boundary conditions upon surface heat-
ing in high-enthalpy carbon dioxide flow fields have been completed in the LENS facilities.22,42

MacLean and Holden compared heat transfer results with different catalytic boundary conditions.
Discrepancies between the experimental surface heat transfer results and computation in the re-
flected shock tunnel facilities for three different high-enthalpy CO2 run conditions (5.63, 5.99 and
8.65 MJ/kg)42 were observed. At the low-enthalpy condition (1.89 MJ/kg), the overall agreement
was very good. MacLean and Holden conclude that freestream uncertainty, and hence vibrational
relaxation processes within the nozzle, is a contributing factor to, although not a full explaination
of, these differences. Results from the CUBRC studies found that the experimental heating rates
fell in-between non-catalytic and super-catalytic boundary conditions, which suggested that finite-
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rate catalysis existed at all points on the surface.42

We first measure the stagnation point heat flux measurements on a 25.4 mm diameter stain-
less steel sphere. Based upon three repeat experiments, the average heat flux across the test
time is found to be 6.73±0.55 MW/m2. The semi-empirical prediction of Sutton and Graves43

is 6.85 MW/m2, which agrees well with the experimental result. Since the MSL model was con-
structed of tool steel, two cylindrical models, one of 316 stainless steel and one of A2 tool steel
were next tested. Both cylinders were instrumented with a gauge mounted on the vertical axis
of symmetry at a 45 degree angle. Figure 6 shows the comparison between two gauges in terms
of the detected temperature rise. The temporal offset occurs only due to shot-to-shot variation
in triggering. For heat transfer calculation, it is the gradient of the temperature history that is
important and, as shown in Figure 6, the gradients appear to be very similar. At the 45 degree
location, the average heat flux measured in repeat experiments was 2.55 MW/m2 and 2.53 MW/m2

on the tool and stainless steel models respectively. It is concluded that the heat flux measurements
are not influenced by model material for these two steels.

The MSL model was instrumented with 11 thermocouples along the line of symmetry, with

Figure 6: Change in temperature time history traces detected by two different thermocouples on
A2 and 316 stainless steel cylinder models.

5 on each side of the nose location. Repeat experiments were conducted for each of the three
angle of attack conditions. Heat transfer measurements at selected locations are shown in Figure 7,
corresponding to the nose tip and ± 4.3, 8.6 and 17 mm offset from the nose tip. To be consistent
with previous studies, the windward side is defined to be negative for a positive angle of attack.
For a zero degree angle of attack, the average measured heat flux is 6.35±0.5 MW/m2. For the
same condition, stagnation point measurements for a 25.4 mm sphere (same radius as the MSL
nose radius of curvature) were 6.73 MW/m2. The results from Figure 7 capture the general trends
observed in previous MSL studies at CUBRC.22 The nose heat transfer decreases with increasing
angle of attack, which is indicative of the stagnation point shifting to the windward side as ob-
served in Figures 5 a)-c). At 16 degrees, the average measured heat flux was 4.95MW/m2, which
is approximately a 22 % reduction compared to the 0 degree configuration. On the windward side,
the heat fluxes appear to be invariant with angle of attack for the angles considered, a feature also
previously observed in the LENS I facility.22 Additionally, the asymmetric nature of the curve
has been captured at the 11 and 16 degree cases, whereby the leeward side measurements (at the
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same radial location magnitude) are lower than those on the windward side. For the current MSL
model, no transition is expected or observed given the Reynolds Number of flow and the scale of
the model.

Figure 7: Heat flux measurements along the centerline of the MSL geometry at three angles of
attack: 0(+), 11(�), and 16 degrees(×).

E. Emission Spectroscopy Measurements

Previous work has developed and demonstrated the application of emission spectroscopy for species
identification and temperature measurements in the HET.28 Vibrational temperature measurements
based on OH emission spectra were made in the relaxation region behind the normal shock created
via a Mach reflection.44 The experimental method was extended to obtain NO-based temperature
measurements for the same flow field.28

Emission spectroscopy using atomic, rather than molecular, species presents several advantages.
The absence of rotational and vibrational internal energy modes significantly reduces the complexity
of the spectral signature. Flow field temperature can be calculated based upon line intensity,
Equation 2.

I = GgulAulυule
−1.4387ε̃

T (2)

where g is the degeneracy, ε is the energy change of the transition, Aul is the Einstein spontaneous
emission co-efficient, υul is the frequency, T is the temperature and G are optical constants relating
to the setup. For an equilibrium flow field, using the ratio of two line intensities (measured exper-
imentally), this equation can be used to extract temperature based upon the transition energies.
Atomic emission lines, particulary for metallic species, are generally very well characterized.

It is proposed to measure flow field temperatures based upon the emission of trace amounts of
metallic species, which are present after the dissociation of organometallic compounds (OMC) due
to very high temperatures behind a hypersonic shock front. Emission spectroscopy only requires
very small concentrations (on the order of parts-per-million or even less) since it probes the upper
states. Measurement within the equilibrium portion of the shock layer ensures that the measured
species temperature corresponds to the CO2 flow field temperature. The following criteria are
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identified as key requirements for any potential metal organic compound.

1. Sufficiently safe by typical lab standards, specifically not a toxic, flammable or corrosive ma-
terial. On the Hazard Materials Identification System, the health, flammability and reactivity
ratings should all below 2.

2. Sufficiently volatile with a vapor pressure high enough that the compound is a liquid at room
temperature and vaporizes at pressures above the test condition initial driven pressure.

3. The two selected lines for temperature measurement have intensities that differ by no more
than 90 %

4. Selected lines exist in a wavelength range without considerable background emission from
other species

5. Fine-scale spectral resolution such that the two selected lines will be separated, at maximum,
by only 30 nm (optional)

The intensity ratio consideration exists to allow single-shot comparison. In other situations, highly
disparate intensity lines can be used for temperature calculation, however, this requires two exper-
iments with differing exposure times - an option that is not available for the HET. The last re-
quirement is quite restrictive, and therefore optional only. Temperature measurements can still be
conducted using coarse-scale measurements, however, fine-scale measurements will permit greater
accuracy and prevent “amalgamation” with neighbouring lines.

Based upon the above considerations, it was decided to use the organo-metallic compound,
tetraethoxysilane, in order to access ultraviolet atomic silicon emission. A sample spectra was
collected 1 mm directly upstream from the stagnation point of a 50.8 mm sphere, Figure 8. Radi-
ation from atomic silicon, the OH A-X and the CH C-X band is identified. The silicon emission
at 252 nm consists of multiple transitions which have merged into a single, broad peak due to the
coarse spectral resolution. The second silicon emission at 288 nm is clear. Background signals are
present around these two lines, which are currently significant enough to influence a temperature
calculation. Different organo-metallic compounds, and their associated metallic constituents, are
being investigated to provide more pronounced lines whose emission is not amongst other species
radiation. The results demonstrate that organo-metallic emission spectroscopy is a viable technique
as dissociation of the vaporized compound and atomic emission can be observed.

IV. Conclusions and Future Work

Experimental measurements of shock profiles and heat flux over canonical blunt bodies and
a Mars Science Lander model have been conducted in a hypervelocity carbon dioxide flow. This
study was motivated by previous experiments at the CUBRC family of hypervelocity facilities which
found that substantially different shock stand-off distances were measured in different impulse facil-
ities. One contributing factor is that the free stream carbon dioxide thermochemistry is dependent
on the means via which the flow is accelerated to high velocities. To address this question and
provide complementary results to those from CUBRC, present experiments are carried out in the
Hypervelocity Expansion Tube.
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Figure 8: Spectra collected at 1 mm upstream of 50.8 mm sphere stagnation point. Atomic Silicon,
OH A-X and CH C-X band emissions are identified.

A test condition, labeled RC5, was selected to match the CUBRC MSL test conditions by
matching the stagnation enthalpy (5.63 MJ/kg) and the velocity (2900 m/s). Spheres with varying
diameters were chosen as benchmark models for which shock stand-off distances could be com-
pared with existing data and theory. The theory of Wen and Hornung 35 predicts, that for RC5,
the range of diameters chosen spans frozen, non-equilibrium and equilibrium stagnation streamlines
flows which was important information for on-going spectroscopic studies. Sphere stagnation point
heat transfer measurements were in good agreement with existing fits which assumed a noncatalytic
boundry condition.

A scaled MSL model was next tested in this flow field. Shock profiles and heat transfer measure-
ments were obtained at three different angle of attacks: 0, 11, and 16 degrees. Excellent agreement
was obtained in the shock profiles measured in both the CUBRC expansion tube and HET facility,
implying the stagnation enthalpy and velocity are reasonable first-order matching parameters for
these measurements in different expansion tube facilities. The results confirm facility-independence
for the same type of flow acceleration. The heat transfer data followed the general trends observed
in previous experiments. Peak-heating shifted to the windward side with non-zero angle of attack.
Windward side heat transfer values appear quite insensitive to angle of attack, while the leeward
side values decrease appreciably with increasing angle of attack.

Results from a proposed novel emission spectroscopy technique using atomic emission from an
organo-metallic compound to measure flow field vibrational temperatures are presented. Results so
far are reasonably promising as atomic emission has been detected, indicating that, provided back-
ground contamination can be eliminated, organo-metallic compound emission spectroscopy shows
potential for non-intrusive temperature measurement behind the shock front in hypervelocity car-
bon dioxide flow.
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